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Abstract: Potato is one of the most important crops in the world to ensure food security for the
world’s fast-growing population. Mechanized planting is crucial for improving production and
per unit area yield of potato. To meet the agronomic requirements of potato planting, various
types of potato planters have been developed according to the existing differences in geographical
environment, cropping system, farm scale, and economic status among different countries and
regions. This paper summarizes the research progress and application status of potato planters
all over the world. Specifically, the seed-metering devices of potato planters are classified firstly.
Then, potato planters are classified into three types: potato planters for manual/animal, two-wheel
tractor, and four-wheel/crawler tractor traction. Furthermore, the characteristics of some typical
commercial potato planters are discussed. Finally, some suggestions are proposed in order to promote
the development of potato planters.

Keywords: potato planter; seed metering device; mechanization; research progress

1. Introduction

Potato (Solanum tuberosum L.), the world’s third most important crop and first most
important non-cereal food crop, has been regarded as a key source to ensure food security
for the world’s fast-growing population [1–3]. According to data from FAO, the potato
industry is undergoing major changes. Before the early 1990s, potatoes were mostly grown
and consumed in Europe, North America, and the former Soviet Union. Since then, there
has been a dramatic increase in potato demand and production in Asia, Africa, and the
Americas, where the output rose from less than 30 million tons in the early 1960s to more
than 261 million tons in 2019. Furthermore, FAO data show that since 2005, production in
developing countries has exceeded that from developed countries, and it is estimated that
potato has provide nutrition for over a billion people [4]. Nowadays, potato has been the
vital economic crop in many countries. For example, potato contributes 2.9% to agricultural
gross domestic product (GDP) in India. In Egypt, the potato is the second most important
strategic crop, accounting for about 25% of total Egyptian agricultural exports, and has
been ranked as one of the most important vegetable crops [5].

At present, global potato production and food security are being greatly affected by
many factors, such as arable land, climate, population, and resources [6–8]. Therefore, it
is important to achieve a high quality, high yield, improved efficiency, and sustainability
of potato production and to accelerate potato industrialization to ensure long-term food
security [9–11]. As can be seen in Figure 1, the world has witnessed a continuous increase
of potato production since 2000, and potato production showed a 14.7% increase from 2000
to 2009, from 322.8 million tons (Mt) to 370.4 Mt. However, the overall potato harvested
area showed a 38.2% decrease from 2000 to 2019, from 19.9 million ha (Mha) to 17.3 Mha.
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Therefore, it can be confirmed that the per unit area yield of potato has been increasing
steadily [12].
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Figure 1. Production/yield quantities of potatoes in the world, 2000–2019. Date from reference [12].
Copyright 2021 FAO.

From 2000 to 2019, the top five highest average potato production countries were
China, India, the Russian Federation, Ukraine, and the United States of America. Moreover,
as can be seen from Figure 2, during this 20-year period, production in China and India has
increased dramatically, while potato production has kept a dynamic balance in the Russian
Federation, Ukraine, and the USA. In the 2019 rankings of the top ten potato producing
countries, China and India occupy the first and second places, while the Russian Federation
occupies the third.
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Figure 2. Potato production variation of the top five potato producing countries during the period
2000–2019. Date from reference [12]. Copyright 2021 FAO.

As can be seen from Figure 3, during 2000 to 2019, Asia has been the major producer
of potatoes, with 45.13% of the global potato production during that period, and Europe is
ranked a close second with a portion of 35.49%. The Americas and Africa rank third and
fourth with 12.55% and 6.31%, respectively, while Oceania only has 0.51% of the global
production share of potatoes, which ranks as last. Across the world, more than 17 Mha
of farmland are devoted to potato production, with a yield of about 21.36 t/ha in 2019.
According to Table 1, by analyzing the data from 2000 to 2019, it can be confirmed that the
growing area has been decreasing while potato quantity has increased in the regions of the
Americas, Europe, and Oceania, and the yield has increased simultaneously. In addition,
potato quantity has increased along with the growing area in the regions of Africa and
Asia, which also saw yield growth at the same time. Consequently, the world’s potato per
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unit area yield achieves steady growth without considering the decline in the growing area
of potato, which is in good concordance with the above analysis and results.
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Figure 3. Global production share of potatoes in different continents during 2000–2019. Date from
reference [12]. Copyright 2021 FAO.

Table 1. Yields of potato in different continents. Date from ref. [12]. Copyright 2021 FAO.

Harvested Area
2000 (Mha)

Harvested Area
2019 (Mha)

Quantity 2000
(Mt)

Quantity 2019
(Mt)

Yeild 2000
(t/ha)

Yeild 2019
(t/ha)

World 19.89 17.34 322.77 370.44 16.23 21.36
Africa 1.25 1.76 13.18 26.53 10.54 15.07

Americas 1.92 1.54 42.19 45.08 21.97 29.27
Asia 7.97 9.30 121.49 189.81 15.24 20.41

Europe 8.70 4.70 144.20 107.26 16.57 22.82
Oceania 0.54 0.43 1.70 1.74 3.15 4.05

There are several factors that affect the global potato production, among which mech-
anization is crucial for improving production and per unit area yield of potato. Planting,
cultivating, and harvesting are the three main components of potato production. Among
potato production components, planting is one of the most important steps, which is
complex, labor-intensive, and difficult to mechanize, influencing the production quality
and final output of potato greatly [13,14]. The entire planting operation can be divided
into tillage, ditching, spraying, seeding, fertilizing, ridging, etc. Depending on the method
employed for planting, these functions are performed by different machines, or even by one
machine in a single pass over the field. Reducing labor intensity, improving working effi-
ciency, and ensuring seeding quality are advantages of mechanized potato planting [15,16].
Therefore, potato planters are especially significant for the development of the potato
industry. This paper aims to analyze the research progress and application status of potato
planters in the world. Firstly, the seed metering device of potato planters was clarified.
Then, potato planters were classified into three types according to the drive mode: potato
planters for manual/animal, two-wheel tractor, and four-wheel/crawler tractor traction
(Figure 4).
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2. Review of Seed Metering Devices of Potato Planters

The seed metering device is the key part of a potato planter [17,18]. According to the
planting method, this paper summarizes the structural characteristics of the potato seed
metering devices and classifies them as follows: cup, pneumatic, belt, rotating disc, pickup
finger, needle-stabbed, etc.

2.1. Cup-Type Seed Metering Device

The cup-type seed metering device (Figure 5) is the most widely used seeding device
for potato planters around the world [13,16,19]. The metering process of the cup-type
potato metering device can be divided into five phases: seed filling, seed transporting, seed
cleaning, seed translocation, and seed dropping. Under gravity, the potato seeds flow to
the bottom of the seed box, where seed filling occurs. The driving pulley, which is powered
by the potato planter’s land wheel, drives the seed metering device. The seed metering
belt/chain close to the seed filling area moves upward, and each metering cup installed
on the seed metering belt/chain scoops 1–2 potato seeds in turn. When the cups move to
the seed cleaning area, the surplus potato seeds that lay in the cups will be cleaned up by
the seed cleaning device and fall back into the seed box. Once the cup reaches the highest
point and crosses the driving pulley, the potato seeds fall on the back of the next cup. The
two spoons adjacent to each other have a separate space, which guarantees there is only
one potato seed on the back of each cup. Potato seeds are carried by the cups to the seed
release point, then drop into the bottom of the seed ditch, and finally the whole seeding
process is completed [20,21].
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According to the transporting mode, the cup-type seed metering device can be divided
into belt-cup and chain-cup types. Compared with the chain-cup-type metering device,
the belt-cup type has a simple structure, which is not expensive and its working speed
can be adjusted easily, but it is more likely to slip during the operation process, leading
to poor reliability of transportation and making it difficult to guarantee seeding space
uniformity. For the chain-cup-type metering device, the transportation quality is good, but
it has a high damage rate of potato seeds, leading to yield loss [16,19]. Several studies were
conducted on improving the working performance of the cup-type seed metering device.
For example, Buitenwerf et al. [13] built a mathematical model to predict the planting
accuracy and planting capacity of cup-belt seed metering devices. Lü et al. [22] designed a
belt-cup-type seed metering device, which was suitable for seeding whole potato seeds
or sliced potato seeds. In order to solve the problem of sowing loss in the chain-cup-type
seed metering device, Sun et al. [23] and Niu et al. [24] designed a sowing loss monitoring
and compensation system, respectively. Laboratory tests showed good performance of
the system. To improve the efficiency and seeding precision of potatoes, Zhang et al. [25]
designed a novel vacuum and spoon belt combination metering device.

2.2. Pneumatic-Type Seed Metering Device

The pneumatic-type seed metering device (Figure 6) operates with high negative
pressure to attract and hold potato seeds when removing them from the seed box, and the
redundant seeds will be cleared away by a related seed cleaning device and returned to the
seed box again for later use. The remaining seeds are released in a suitable area (with no
negative pressure) and drop into the seedbed. There are several advantages of pneumatic-
type seed metering devices, such as low seed damage rate, high metering quality, high
adaptation to seeds of different sizes and shapes, and high operation speed [26,27]. Due to
these advantages, a series of studies were conducted on the design and optimization of the
pneumatic-type seed metering devices.

McLeod et al. [6] designed a prototype pneumatic seeding device to select and deliver
a single true potato seed to a specific location. Lü et al. [15,20] proposed a novel design
scheme for potato air-suction metering. Field test results confirmed that the working per-
formance met the requirements of precision seeding. Lai et al. [28,29] designed a vibrating
feeding pneumatic disc metering device for mini-tuber through theoretical calculation
based on the physical properties of mini-tuber. Mao et al. (2013b) [30] designed and opti-
mized a precision pneumatic metering device with declined disc for virus-free mini-potato
seed. This type of device not only improved the working efficiency but also reduced the
damage on seed potato.
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Figure 6. Pneumatic-type seed metering device. Reprinted with permission from ref. [31]. Copyright
2019 Chinese Society for Agricultural Machinery.

2.3. Belt-Type Seed Metering Device

The belt-type seed metering device uses a belt to capture, deliver, and sow potato
seeds. This kind of seed metering device can be divided into two forms: moving-belt type
and cup-belt type.

2.3.1. Moving-Belt-Type Seed Metering Device

The main components of moving-belt-type seed metering devices are the seed box,
seed transportation device, side belt, mid-belt, etc. Potatoes are dropped from the seed
box to the mid-belt through the seed transportation device. Both sides of the mid-belt are
arranged with a side belt, and the direction of the linear speed between the mid-belt and
side belt is converse. Potatoes on the mid-belt are sorted into a single row, then transported
to the seed-throwing area, and finally drop into the seedbed. The redundant potatoes are
removed from mid-belt to side-belts. The side belts transport the potatoes to the end sides
and prepare them for moving to the mid-belt again for single-row sorting and seeding.
This kind of seed metering device has a simple structure, small size, low rate of seed injury,
and stronger adaptability to various shapes of potato seeds [32].

There are several studies about moving-belt-type seed metering devices. For example,
He. [32] designed a belt type of potato seed sowing device; theory, analysis, and experiment
were conducted and confirmed that the design satisfied the requirements of precision
seeding. Liu et al. [33] developed a mechanical planting technology and designed a
related seeding device based on the principle of forced vibration, which could promote the
mechanization level of potato micro-seed planting. Nowadays, some commercial planters
have applied this kind of seed metering device (Figure 7), such as Standen Engineering
Ltd., Grimme UK Ltd., Trinkel Ltd., etc.
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2.3.2. Cup-Belt-Type Seed Metering Device

The seed conveyor belt (Figure 8) is designed with grooves, the grooves are arranged
in equal uniform spacing, which guarantees seeding space uniformity. Potatoes are filled
into the grooves, relying on the flowability, by hand. The grooves move with the movement
of the seed conveyor, and potato seeds drop from the grooves into the seedbed at the
seed-dropping mouth. This type of seed metering device has a simple structure and is easy
to operate. Isher Engineering Works Ltd. (Meerut, India) and Vasilios Kelidis & Co (Kato
Nevrokopi, Greece). use this kind of seed metering device to plant whole or sliced potato
seeds. However, this type of seed metering device needs to employ humans to put the
potato seeds into the grooves, which leads to high labor strength and cost.
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2.4. Rotating Disc Seed Metering Device

For the rotating disc seed metering device (Figure 9), the main components are a rotating
disc, transaction system, seed box, cover plate, and seed tube. Certain numbers of round
holes or grids with the same diameter/dimensions are arranged uniformly around the center
of the rotating disc. The rotating disc is nested within the cover plate, and the cover plate
is fixed upon the frame. Moreover, the seed tube is set underneath the rotating disc and
penetrates through the cover plate, and a seed dropping mouth is generated at the point of
the joint parts of the seed tube and cover plate. Seeds are filled into the round holes/grids
successively by hand from the seed box. When the round holes/grids turn to the position of
the seed dropping mouth, potato seeds located in the round holes/grids will fall into the seed
tube under gravity. Finally, potato seeds drop into the seedbed through the seed tube. The
characteristics of this device are as follows: (1) high adaptability (it is suitable for irregularly
shaped seeds); (2) no seed damage and blocking; (3) low rate of miss/multiple seeding index;
(4) high intensity of labor force, resulting in high operation costs.
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There were several applications of patents related to the rotating disc seed metering
device in the 1990s, such as the patents of US S736981 A [34], US 744984 A [35], US 997674
A [36], US 2642909 A [37], etc. As this type of seed metering device is suitable for seeding
irregularly shaped seeds, Lü et al. [38] designed a rotating disc seed metering device which
could plant the sliced and whole potatoes with the same seed metering device. Nowadays,
with its applicability in planting whole or cut potato seeds, the rotating disc seed metering
device has been widely used by many international agricultural machinery enterprises,
such as F.lli Spedo, Ferrari Costruzioni Meccaniche, US Small Farm Equipment, Garmach,
and Ganesh Raj Industries.

2.5. Pickup Finger Seed Metering Device

For the pickup finger seed metering device (Figure 10), a vertical disk equipped with
a certain number of spring-loaded fingers are rotating in a seed box. The fingers touch the
vertical disk under elastic force and open in sequence when traveling to the bottom of the
seed box, and each finger picks up a single potato seed. Then, the potato seeds are carried
by the fingers with the rotation of the vertical disk and open in sequence again when
traveling to the seed dropping area, and release seeds above the seed furrow. This kind of
metering device is suitable for seeding whole or cut potato seeds. In order to improve the
seeding performance of the pickup finger seeding device, Chen S.Y. [39] designed a novel
device, in which the finger closes and opens along with peripheral direction. Field tests
indicated that it has a good performance.
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2.6. Needle-Stabbed Seed Metering Device

For the needle-stabbed seed metering device (Figure 11), elastic plastic needles are
mounted on the edge of a vertical disk and rotate with the vertical disk in a seed box. Each
needle stabs and grabs one seed in sequences in the seed feeding area. Potato seeds are
carried by needles with the rotation of the vertical disk, and then the needles are pulled
out from the potato seed as they travel to the seed dropping area and seeds are dropped
into the seedbed. Due to the mechanical structure of the needle-stabbed seeding device,
the shape and size of potato seeds have little impact on its planting spacing uniformity.
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Seeding performance is an important factor for the seed metering device. Misener G.C. [40]
evaluated the seed piece distribution patterns achieved by cup- and needle-stabbed-type
potato planters through a large number of trials. Results indicated that the needle-stabbed
seed metering device operated slightly more effectively than the cup type. Furthermore,
based on the premier research, Misener G.C. [41] studied the effect of seed size and type
on seeding performance of potato planters. It was concluded that the size of the seed had
little effect on the miss/multiple seeding index, and whole potato seeds had a smaller
miss-seeding index than the cut potato seed.

3. Application Status of Potato Planter

This section summarizes currently available potato planters around the world and
classifies these machines into three categories: potato planters for manual/animal, two-
wheel tractor, and four-wheel/crawler tractor traction.

3.1. Manual/Animal-Powered Potato Planters

Potato planters for human/animal power represent the most basic form of mecha-
nization. In order to enhance productivity regarding energy efficiency and ergonomics,
it is necessary to improve the design quality of the equipment. In addition, a demand-
driven development and innovation system is essential for the adoption of improved
human/animal-powered equipment. Manual/animal traction potato planters usually
have a small body and simple structure, are light weight, and are easy to operate. These
planters are mainly designed for small plots of land, terracing mountain, or hilly areas [42].
However, this type of planter lacks appeal nowadays because of its low working efficiency
and high labor intensity. Some typical planters reviewed are as follows.

3.1.1. Hand-Held Potato Planter

Jab planter (Figure 12a): The jab planter is a typical manual potato planter used for a
long period. The planter has a hinged “beak”, which closes and opens under the control of
a handbrake (Figure 12a). Potato seed drops into the “beak” when it drives into the soil.
The “beak” opens when the foot on the long handle contacts the land surface or clenches
the handbrake, then the seed drops into the soil at a certain depth.
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Double-handle bulb planter (Figure 12b): This planter mainly contains two blades
(which can be closed and opened upon a hinge), two handles, and a hinge; the mechanism
enables one to make a hole and deposit the potato seed in one step under foot-driven
power. In looser soils, the planter places the potato seed into the cone-shaped reservoir
created by the blades, then drives the blades into the ground and opens them to separate
the soil and release the potato seed in the soil. In compacted soils, the planter is used much
like a post-hole digger, which removes a plug of soil before planting.

Sneeboer potato planter: The Sneeboer potato planter is a potato manual seeding tool
commonly used in small areas, such as gardens and small-scale farms. The planter includes
a T-handle, a planting tube, and a long handle. The planting tube is a cone shape designed
to prevent clogging when planting seed potatoes. Moreover, there is an edged swing fixed
on the planting tube, which is used for foot-driving the tube into soil conveniently.

Hand-pushed potato planter: This planter is designed for seeding potato micro-bulbs
(e.g., potato mini-tuber) and other large grains of crop seeds, such as onion, garlic, tulip,
etc. It has a container for seeds, an opener to place the seeds, a driving wheel to provide
power for the seeding device, and a depth wheel to control the seeding depth. In addition,
the type of seeding device is a disk brush. The farmer walks behind the seeder and controls
it by handlebars. The total weight of the seeder is 30 kg, the working efficiency is 0.11 ha/h,
and the seeding inaccuracy is less than 9.0%.

Manual-drawn potato planter (Figure 12c): The Central Potato Research Institute
of India developed a two-row manually drawn potato planter of cup type [45], which
is suitable for small and marginal farmers. The seed metering device consists of two
rubberized belts with 16 MS sheet cups riveted on each belt which have been made spring-
loaded in order to counter jerks. The planter works more efficiently with graded potato
seeds. The working efficiency is 0.5 ha/d, the miss-seeding rate is less than 0.5%.

3.1.2. Animal-Powered Potato Planter

As the popularity of potatoes grows around the world, inventions to improve potato
planting began flooding the market. In the 18th century, the first animal-powered potato
planter was developed to promote working efficiency. Since then, the animal-powered
potato planter developed rapidly because of its high efficiency, low manual power con-
sumption, and good seeding quality. The animal-powered potato planter is usually drawn
by horse or ox, and completes the operation of furrow opening, seeding, covering, and
ridging in one pass. However, the application of the animal-powered potato planter be-
came less and less after the tractor came into being. Some once-popular animal-powered
potato planters are shown as follows (Figure 13). The John Deere One-Row Planter is
suitable for planting whole or cut, treated or un-treated potato seeds. Ridges of high-wide,
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low-narrow, or with any desired variation can be obtained by adjusting the characteristic
parameters of the soil covering disc. In addition, there is a fertilizing device attached on the
planter for fertilizing. For the animal-drawn potato planter developed by Central Potato
Research Institute of India [45], potato seeds are dropped and covered while making a
ridge simultaneously. The seed metering device consists of a hollow rotor with cups fixed
on it. A manually operated clutch and a lifting arrangement have been provided. Seeding
space can be adjusted in the range of 16–30 cm. The working deficiency and seed damage
rate are 0.9 ha/day and less than 0.5%, respectively, while with small seed missing rate.
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3.2. Two-Wheel Tractor-Driven Potato Planter

There are greater interests in mechanization for crop planting in smallholder agricul-
ture. However, mechanized planters mounted on four-wheel tractors are not suitable for
small-size farmland. Therefore, two-wheel tractors are widely used by small farmers to
provide power for mechanized potato planting in small-size farmland because of their
small size and easy maintenance, etc. [46,47]. According to the way of clutching potato
seeds from hopper to the seed drop tube, the two-wheel tractor-driven potato planters
can be divided into artificial assisted and mechanized seed delivery types. The cup-type
seed metering device is usually used for seed delivery. Some typical artificial assisted and
mechanized seed delivery planters for two-wheel tractor are described as follows.

3.2.1. Artificial Assisted Seed Delivery Planters

The main components of this planter (Figure 14) are a seed drop tube, furrow opener,
soil covering plates, etc. Furthermore, there is a rotary tiller in front of the furrow opener
to conduct rotary tillage operation. The seed box filled with potato seeds is fixed on the
tractor and not far from the operator. In this way, the operator can control the tractor and
put the seeds into the seed drop tube at the same time during the operation of potato
seeding, which enables single-person operation. As can be seen from the planter’s working
principle, the seeding space is determined by the operator. Furthermore, the planter can be
operated by tow operators, one for tractor control and the other for seed dropping.
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3.2.2. Mechanized Seed Delivery Planters

The mechanized seed delivery planter avoids dropping seeds by artificial assistance.
Compared with the artificial assisted seed delivery planter, it obtains a higher level of
mechanization. There are various models of this kind of planter produced in China, Italy,
and Ukraine that are light in weight, matching with small power, and seeding in a single
row. These machines are powered by two-wheel tractors with a power range of 8 to 12 hp,
net weight of about 100 kg, and working speed of below 3 km/h in general. Although these
planters are made by different manufacturers, their differences are not obvious, and their
seed metering device is usually the cup type. Some typical commercial potato planters are
shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Comparison of mechanized seed delivery planters.

Country Company Model Picture Technical Characteristics

Ukraine ROSTA Scientific
Production Company KSM-1 [49]
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Table 2. Cont.

Country Company Model Picture Technical Characteristics

China Yucheng Qichen
Machinery Co., Ltd.

Hand
tractor belt

[52]
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30 kg; sowing depth, 8–15 cm; working width,
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3.3. Four-Wheel/Crawler Tractor-Driven Potato Planter

Potato planters powered by four-wheel/crawler tractors are the most widely used
potato seeding machines all over the world, ranging from large-scale farms to small plot
lands. There are several kinds of four-wheel/crawler tractor-driven potato planters. As
can be seen from the above discussion, the seed metering device is the key part of a potato
planter. Therefore, according to the type of seed metering device, the four-wheel/crawler
tractor-driven potato planters can be divided into cup, pneumatic, belt, rotating disc,
pickup finger, and needle-stabbed types.

3.3.1. Cup-Type Potato Planter

The cup-type potato planter is the most commonly used seeding machine because of
its easy operation, steady working performance, low cost, and convenience in adjusting
seeding space. Referring to its seeding ability, there are many different specifications from
large machinery to small machinery. For the small-scale planter, the matched power is
generally below 20 hp and with a single seeding row. For the large/medium-scale planter,
the matched power is usually larger than 20 hp, and with two or more seeding rows. The
typical cup-type potato planters are shown as follows.

(1) Cup-type potato planter in small scale
This planter is designed for small plot lands or terracing mountain due to its small

size and light weight; the matched power generally is less than 20 hp, which matches
a tractor with a three-point suspension. Several researchers such as Hamad et al. [53],
Al-Gaadi et al. [54], Ebrahem et al. [5], Wakchaure et al. [55], Gavrilov et al. [56], and
Wang et al. [57,58] have made efforts to develop and modify the cup-type potato planter in
small scale, to promote the development of this kind of potato planter.

Nowadays, the whole plastic mulching and furrow planting pattern of potato has
been widely applied in the arid areas on the Loess Plateau of Northwest China. Several
researchers have developed combined potato planters to adapt to this cultivation pattern.
For instance, Shi et al. [59] developed a combine potato seeder which could throw and
cover soil on a film edge. Dai et al. [60,61] invented a combined potato planting machine
for covering soil on top of a full film surface. Key components were designed and operation
parameters were confirmed. Sun et al. [62,63] designed a potato planter in 2017 and devel-
oped a double-rank multi-rod hill-drop potato planter on plastic film in 2018, respectively.
Results indicated that both of the planters work well. In order to realize the hill-drop under
plastic film in potato seeding, Sun et al. [64] designed a double-crank multi-rod mechanism
and built a prototype.

Furthermore, there are several commercial planters around the world. Some typical
machines are shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Comparison of the cup type potato planter in small scale.

Country Company Model Picture Technical Characteristics

Poland Bomet Sp. z o.o. Sp. K. BOMET [65]
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Cup-chain seed metering device; matched
type, mounted; single one seeding row; net
weight, 138 kg; matched power, 20–50 hp;
seeding space, 32 cm; row space, 51 cm.

(2) Cup-type potato planter in large/medium scale
This kind of planter is suitable for large/medium plots of land; it has a complicated

structure and multiple function with high efficiency. Due to its high efficiency, the required
power is larger than 20 hp in general. In addition, this kind of potato planter can seed two
rows or more in a single pass, and it could be trailed or suspended with the tractor.

Several studies were conducted in design and optimization of the cup-type potato
planter in large/medium scale. For example, Mari et al. [68] carried out research to evaluate
the performance of the four-row potato planter. Conclusions indicated that this planter is
labor-saving. In order to enhance the seeding quality, Lü et al. [69] analyzed the bouncing
and casting process of the cup-type potato seed metering device and the performance of
the flow deflector, and put forward the optimization methods. Aiming at reducing the
costs of potato seeds and labor of workers, a fully automatic in-situ seeding machine for
cutting seed potatoes was developed by Cho et al. [70]. Aiming to reduce the inaccuracy of
fertilizer in cup-type potato planters, Yang et al. [71] proposed a separated layer fertilization
technology based on surface drainage and V-type anti-blocking structure.

The cup-type potato planter in large/medium scale is the most commonly used potato
planter all over the world. There are lots of enterprises and various brands of this type
equipment. Some typical machines are listed in Table 4.
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Table 4. Comparison of cup type potato planter in large/medium scale.

Country Company Model Picture Main Structures and
Properties Technical Characteristics

INDIA SWAN AGRO NSE PPR-2
[72]
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Matched type, mounted; two
seeding rows; two furrow

openers; two seed metering
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Italy F.LLI Spedo SPA-2/D
[50]
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drive, maintain a regulated

level of seeds in the cup area;
large upper cup belt rollers
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chit breakage.

China

Shandong
Transce

Agricultural
Machinery
Technology

Co., Ltd.

2CMX-4B
[74]
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lane marker; row spacing, 90
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required power, 125.1–179.9 hp.

Adopting advanced
technologies of vibration,

lifting seeding, and planting
depth control; a disc-type

rubber expands the
application spacing to

70–90 cm.

Germany

GRIMME
Landmaschi-

nenfabrik
GmbH & Co.

KG

GL 420
[75]
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Matched type, mounted; two 
seeding rows; infinitely adjusta-
ble mechanical shaker; manually 
operated lane marker; two con-
trol valves; four seed metering 

devices; distance between rows, 
75–90 cm; loading capacity is 
1200 kg; minimum required 

power, 122.4 hp. 

Potato cultivation with im-
proved protection against 
erosion; a shaping board 
for building ridges with 
specific characteristics 
from loose to firm soil 

with a smooth surface; op-
tionally equipped with the 

systems of Clever Plant-
ing, Section Control. 

Matched type, mounted; two
seeding rows; infinitely

adjustable mechanical shaker;
manually operated lane marker;

two control valves; four seed
metering devices; distance
between rows, 75–90 cm;

loading capacity is 1200 kg;
minimum required power,

122.4 hp.

Potato cultivation with
improved protection against
erosion; a shaping board for
building ridges with specific
characteristics from loose to

firm soil with a smooth
surface; optionally equipped
with the systems of Clever
Planting, Section Control.

Belgium AVR AVR Ceres
450 [76]
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seeding rows; four hydraulic

drive seed metering devices, 40
cups in each planting element;
four wheels; hydraulic hopper,
capacity is 3500–4000 kg; row

spacing, 70–90 cm.

Each individual seeding row
assembly is disconnected
manually; Culti Control

Option maintains constant
seeding depth; the ridging

hood is operated as standard
by an automatic
pressure control.
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bowl sensors keep the seed
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sensors measure the depth on
both sides of the front toolbar.

3.3.2. Pneumatic-Type Potato Planter

The pneumatic-type potato planter has the advantages of a low seed damage rate, high
adaptation to seeds size and shape, high sowing speed, etc. Therefore, the development of
this kind of planter has been a hot spot of current research. Mao. [80] designed a precision
pneumatic planter for virus-free mini-potato, in which the seed metering device has a
declined disc. Lü et al. [81] developed an air-powered precision potato planter. The seed
metering device applied the novel form with the distributed multi suction arms, and
suction nozzles are installed at the end of each arm. In order to meet the conditions of
small-plot operation in hilly and mountainous areas and enhance the mechanization level
for mini-tuber, Wang et al. [82] designed a precision single-row air-suction planter.

Though the development of the pneumatic-type potato planter has a bright future, few
producers manufacture and sell this kind of potato planter around the world nowadays.
The successful examples available were from the enterprises of Crary Industries from the
US and ERME from France (Figure 15).

Specifically, Crary Industries produces the Lockwood 600 series of pneumatic potato
planters, which include three models: 604, 606 and 608. Figure 15a presents the Lockwood
606 pneumatic potato planter. The seed metering device in this planter series adopted a
vacuum wheel with stainless steel arms, and the flexible urethane cups allow for higher
planting speed while maintaining seed placement accuracy. In addition, this type of planter
is suitable for planting whole or sliced potato seeds. The specifications of this series of
planter are shown as follows. (1) The hitch type between planter and tractor is pull or
semi-mount, and the minimum required power is 140, 180, and 225 hp, respectively. (2)
Seeding rows are 4, 6, and 8, respectively. (3) A new larger hopper design eliminates the
use of extensions. (4) A radar-controlled hydraulic drive delivers more accurate seeding
space, and seeding space can be adjusted in the range of 15.2–45.7 cm. (5) Row spacing is
81.3–101.6 cm, and the maximum planting speed is as fast as 10.5 km/h.
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Furthermore, ERME produces the PLMS series pneumatic potato planter. This type
of planter is equipped with the traditional vacuum seed metering device and includes
seeding rows of 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, and 12. The four-seeding-rows planter is popular (Figure 15b).
Take the four-seeding-rows planter as an example; its specifications are represented as
follows. There are four seed metering devices, and the minimum row spacing is 35 cm.
A vibrator is applied in each seed metering device to ease the flow of seeds. Each row is
independent and mounted on a parallelogram system. Planting depth can be adjusted by
the rear depth wheels, and the planting density can be adjusted by a set of sprockets. The
normal working speed is 2.2 km/h. The pure weight is just 560 kg, which is suitable for
the small-area and light-weight tractor.

3.3.3. Belt-Type Potato Planter

The belt planter has a strong adaptability for planting non-calibrated seed potatoes,
various sizes, or longish varieties. Several studies were conducted on the design and
optimization of this planter. For example, Meijer et al. [85] developed an automatic belt-
type planter for pre-sprouted seed. On a laboratory model the shape of the bed, the belt
material, and belt speeds were analyzed. Results showed that the planter performed well
and the seed damage was low. Misener et al. [86] modified a two-row, horizontal-cup belt
planter. Performance tests were conducted and the results showed that with modifications
the planter performed well. Arsenault et al. [87] constructed a two-row planter with good
performance. Momin et al. [88] carried out a study to evaluate the performance of a two-
row planter, and obtained the suitable combination of operation parameters. Aiming at
enhancing the mechanization level of potato micro-seed planting, Liu et al. [18] designed a
vibration-based seeder.

Due to its strong adaptability, low seed damage, and simple structure, some com-
mercial belt-type potato planters are used in mechanical potato planting. Table 5 shows
varieties of this type of machine.
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Table 5. Comparison of belt-type potato planters.

Country Company Model Picture Technical Characteristics

Netherlands Dewulf Miedema Structural
30 [77]
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Matched type, mounted; two
seeding rows; row space, 75/90 cm;
seed box capacity, 1100 L; seeding
object, potato mini-tuber or garlic;

pressure on the depth wheel can be
controlled by a spring; position of
the discs can be easily adjusted to
change the ridge shape; spraying

device can be equipped for applying
chemicals during planting.

3.3.4. Rotating-Disc-Type Potato Planter

The rotating-disc-type potato planter has strong adaptability, low seed damage, high
seeding quality, and low multiple/miss-seeding rate; but manually assisted seed feeding
results in high labor intensity and low working efficiency. Furthermore, this type of
planter is generally used on small scales. Experts put forward studies that mainly focus
on the design of this type of planter. For example, Kohser F. [34], Springer H.J. [35],
Heikes A.T. [36], and Osborne J.E. [37] et al. make efforts in structural innovation in
terms of the seed metering device and machine, respectively. The scientific research team
of Northeast Agricultural University, using this technology, developed a 2CMB2-type
two-row planter [31,38]. The development of this planter is mainly targeted at the mixed
cropping area with one crop one year and two crops one year systems in Southwest China
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and the wintering area in South China where the plot is small and the slope is large. Some
typical rotating-disc-type potato planters are shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Comparison of rotating-disc-type potato planters.

Country Company Model Picture Technical Characteristics

Italy F.LLI Spedo TPA-PP2 [50]
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3.3.5. Pickup-Finger-Type Potato Planter

The pickup-finger-type potato planter has its own characteristics, such as complex
structure, suitability for seeding a certain size of seeds, low working speed, and poor
seeding quality. In order to promote the development of this kind of planter, some studies
were conducted. For example, Frase et al. [92] invented a type of pickup-finger-type
potato planter for planting seeds of different sizes and shapes, which avoids trouble for
changing seed plates and seed selecting. Plant spacing uniformity is the main parameter of
the seed metering device. Boydaş et al. [93,94] investigated the performance of a pickup
finger potato planter in laboratory and optimized the combined operation parameters.
However, the seeding performance is significantly affected by seed shape as well as size.
Moreover, the operation speed is limited to 7 to 9 km/h because of its mechanical structure.
Meanwhile, seeds damage is likely to occur during the process of seeds pickup. In the
context of high working performance and efficient modern agricultural development, the
pickup-finger-type potato planter will be replaced in the longer term [95]. Due to its poor
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stability and seeding quality, this type of planter has narrow application in agricultural
production. Only a few enterprises such as Harriston manufacture and produce the
commercial pickup-finger-type potato planter. Figure 16 presents the Harriston Clamp
potato planter; it has six seeding rows, and the hitch type between planter and tractor is
pull. Seeding space and bowl height can be easily adjusted by the tractor, which has a cab
equipped with GPS velocity sensors for precise seed planting.
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3.3.6. Needle-Stabbed-Type Potato Planter

The research on needle-stabbed-type potato planters is mainly concentrated in the
United States. During the 19th and 20th centuries, some experts applied a number of
technical invention patents around the development and innovation of this type of planter.
However, this type of planter has the vital disadvantages of promoting seeds damage and
virus infection. Nowadays, while few commercial needle-stabbed-type potato planters
are available in potato planting, the typical machines are shown as follows. There is the
Lockwood 500 series needle-stabbed-type potato planter developed by Crary Industries,
which includes three models: 504, 506, and 508. The hitch type between planter and tractor
is semi-trailed. The number of seeding rows are 4, 6, and 8, respectively. Both the row
space and seeding space are adjustable, and in the range of 81 to 102 cm and 17.8 to 40.6 cm,
respectively. The working speed is 0–10.4 km/h, and the matched power is 100.1, 135
and 175 hp, respectively. Figure 17a presents the Lockwood 504 potato planter series of
needle-stabbed-type potato planter produced by Harriston with seeding rows of 4, 6, and 8.
The planter employs the novel seeding sensor technology, independent seeding element,
and hydraulic driving system. Figure 17b shows the Harriston six-row potato planter.
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3.4. Comparision of the Above Potato Planters in Different Types

By exploring the development of the technology and equipment of potato planting, it
can be confirmed that the cup-type planter is the most widely used planting equipment in
the world currently and will continue its dominant position in the future. Due to its simple
structure, easy operation, and steady working performance, various specifications of the
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cup-type potato have been developed from large machinery to small machinery. More-
over, the cup-type potato planter not only can be powered by two/four-wheel tractors in
large/small scale, but also can be powered by animal in certain conditions. Compared with
the cup-type potato planter, the pneumatic- and belt-type planters have strong adaptability
for planting non-calibrated seed potatoes, with a low seeds damage rate, among which,
the pneumatic-type planter has no requirement for graded potato seeds and does little
damage to seeds. In addition, it can be operated at high speed (more than 10 km/h) with
good seeding performance. In addition, the working efficiency and quality can both be
guaranteed, which means the pneumatic-type planter has a bright future. While for the
belt-type planter, seeding performance is affected by the size uniformity of potato seeds.
High seed size uniformity results in good seeding quality; poor seed size uniformity results
in poor seeding quality. Therefore, in order to obtain good seeding results, potato seeds
need to be graded by size before planting with the belt-type planter. It can be inferred that
use of the belt-type planter might increase slightly and at a slow rate in the future.

For the rotating-disc-type potato planter, though it has the advantages of simple
machine structure, easy operation, feasibility for seeding various standard potato seeds
(cut or whole), and good seeding quality, the manual assistant feeding seeds for dropping
makes it highly labor intensive with low working efficiency. This type of planter is generally
used on small-scale farmland, terracing mountain, or hilly areas. Though the rotating-disc-
type planter is not widespread around the world, it has prospects in developing countries
and some developed countries where farmland scale is limited because of the terracing
mountain and hilly areas. For the pickup-finger-type potato planter, the irregular shape
and size of potato seeds easily leads to a high rate of miss-seeding and multiple seeding.
Furthermore, under the pressure of pickup fingers, potato seeds are likely to be damaged
during the grasping process. Thus, the pickup-finger-type potato planter has a limited
development potential in the future. Similar to the pickup-finger-type planter, the needle-
stabbed-type potato planter also faces its development problems as a result of the vital
issue of seeds damage and virus infection. Despite the fact that the needle-stabbed-type
potato planter has the advantages of high adaptability to different sizes and shapes of seeds
with good seeding performance, the vital issue of seeds damage hinders its sustainable
development. Furthermore, manual/animal-powered potato planters are usually small,
light, simple, and easily manufactured, utilized, and maintained. These planters are
invariably used on small farms or hilly regions due to the complicated landform, wavy
terrain, and poor traffic conditions. Therefore, the manual/animal-powered potato planter
has its necessity of existence.

In summary, potato planters ranging from small- to large-scale with different types
are available around the world. Farm size and characteristics (landform, slope, etc.)
determine the application of potato planter types. Generally, large-sized farmlands are
suitable for employing large-scale potato planters, while small-sized farmlands or hilly
regions are suitable for choosing small-scale potato planters. It can be concluded that
the agricultural land per capita in developed and developing countries may have some
potential relationship with the selection of appropriate mechanical planting technology. As
can be seen from Figure 18a, Africa goes through an obvious decline in agricultural land per
capita, while the Americas, Asia, and Europe show the inconspicuous decline trend. The
agricultural land per capita of Asia and Europe is 0.37 ha and 0.62 ha, lower than the world
average level of 0.63 ha. As can be seen in Figure 18b, China and India are the world’s top
two countries for potato production, while their agricultural land per capita rates are just
0.37 ha and 0.13 ha, respectively. Considering China and India are developing countries,
the size of the majority of farmlands is smaller than 1 ha. It can be confirmed that small- or
medium-scale potato planters are suitable for potato production in these two countries [97].
Specifically, cup-type potato planters obtain the dominant position for potato production in
China and India currently and their position will be steady in future. Most other countries
in Asia are in a similar situation. For Europe, the agricultural land per capita is a little
lower than that of the world level. However, most counties in Europe are economically
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advanced with fewer people engaged in farming. The percentage of large-sized farms in
Europe is higher than in Asia, which is about 30%. Nevertheless, two-thirds of farms are
still smaller than 5 ha in size [98]. For instance, there are 111,740 farms smaller than 2 ha in
size operating a total of 212,000 ha of agricultural land [99,100]. There are numerous farms
in Europe, with different geologies, topographies, and climates. Various kinds of potato
planters are available for potato production in Europe, such as large-scale planters (cup
type, belt type, etc.) for large-sized farm, small-scale planters (cup type, rotating disc type,
manual-powered type, etc.) for small-sized farmland and fields in hilly regions. In North
America, the United States and Canada are the main potato production countries. Take
the United States as an example, where there are about 2,023,400 farms, the total farming
areas are about 363.2 Mha, and the average farm size is estimated at 179.7 ha [101]. These
farms are particularly concentrated in the Great Plains, a vast expanse of flat land that is
beneficial to applying large-scale agricultural machines. Consequently, potato planting
machines are large-scale, integrated, and automatic in the United States, and the types
of potato planter can be cup, pneumatic, belt, pickup-finger or needle-stabbed types. In
Latin America, most crop production is based on subsistence agriculture implemented by
resource-poor smallholder farmers [102]. A smallholder farm is generally less than 3 ha
and dispersed around a village. Despite the high possession of agricultural land per capita
(Figure 18a), farms are of small size due to the fragmentation of agricultural land in Latin
America, which has a negative impact on the lower field efficiency of machines in irregular
plots. Cup-type potato planters with medium or small scales are spread widely in this area.
Oceania possesses the largest agricultural land per capita. Australia and New Zealand
are the main potato production countries in this region. As developed countries, farms
larger than 20 ha in Australia and New Zealand take up 70% of the land [97], which is
beneficial to applying large- or medium-scale potato planting machines such as cup- or
pneumatic-type planters. For Africa, it is predominantly rural, with 54% of the population
engaged in agriculture. Most farmers cultivate small, fragmented parcels of farmland,
yet are responsible for food production, making the smallholder farm sector a key player
in the continent’s rural economy [103]. Due to poverty, the ecological intensification of
agriculture has seldom been addressed in the context of the smallholder farming systems
that characterize rural Africa. Therefore, whether deliberately or not, much of African
agriculture has remained rather “ecological” [102]. Considering the conditions of the
economy and agricultural production, potato planters of manual/animal-powered, two-
wheel tractor-driven and four-wheel tractor-driven types with small scale are applicable to
service potato production in Africa.
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4. Conclusions and Recommendations

Currently, there are various types of potato planters in small, medium, and large scales
around the world. However, due to the differences in economy, cropping systems, and
geographical and environmental conditions, the level of the development of mechanical
potato planting is unbalanced. In order to promote the development of high-performance
potato planters, some recommendations are presented as follows.

(1) It is necessary to make efforts in studying the working mechanism of potato planters.
Nowadays, problems of poor seeding quality and unstable operation performance
exist. To solve them, it is essential to do further research on key technologies in
ditching, seeding, fertilizing, and ridging. Moreover, exploring new techniques and
using new materials are helpful for promoting a planter’s quality and stability.

(2) Improving the level of automation and intelligentization of potato planters will be the
key point of research in the future, among which, digital technologies (i.e., sensors,
GPS, machine vision, seeding quality monitoring, etc.) would become the essential
components to enhance working quality and efficiency. Thus, the further exploration
of potato planting machines should be taken into consideration.

(3) Potato planters suitable for the local economic and geographic conditions in differ-
ent areas should be promoted. For example, the manual/animal-powered potato
planters or the small-scale potato planters powered by tractor are matched with
small plot lands, terracing mountain, or hilly areas due to their stability and safety;
large/medium potato planters powered by tractor are matched with large/medium-
scale farms.

(4) The rapid development of potato planters needs policy support, which includes
providing adequate research projects and funds, and encouraging researchers to
study innovations in potato planting technologies. Furthermore, a specific targeted
subsidy system needs to be established to ensure these planters are affordable for
local farmers.

(5) Farmers in different areas are faced with various kinds of problems when using the
present commercial potato planter. It is important to solve these problems, which need
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universities and research institutions cooperating closely with companies. Researchers
from universities and research institutions should propose solutions or technologies,
and companies should apply these solutions and technologies in time to improve the
quality and applicability of potato planters.
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